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 “The more that children are

given the chance to exercise
their imagination with respect
and discipline, rather than
rules and preconceived ideas,
the more they will be able to
embrace and accept
themselves and thus begin to
acknowledge the vast diversity
of the world around
themselves” (Simms 2009, p
8).
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““Talking Circles can be used to buildTalking Circles can be used to build
relationships between adults and childrenrelationships between adults and children
and between children. They are based onand between children. They are based on
thinking about learning as a process ofthinking about learning as a process of
selfself--awareness and community building,awareness and community building,
and providing opportunities forand providing opportunities for
communicating with children about theircommunicating with children about their
ideas and perspectives.ideas and perspectives.”” (Cartmel & Casley,(Cartmel & Casley,
2014,p.67)2014,p.67)
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between self and others dissolve and newbetween self and others dissolve and new
perspectives are understood, and makeperspectives are understood, and make
connections enabling them to make positiveconnections enabling them to make positive
change for themselves and their community.change for themselves and their community.
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The overall framework for the TalkingThe overall framework for the Talking
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methodology for addressing highlymethodology for addressing highly
complex challenges, solving complexcomplex challenges, solving complex
problems and realising opportunities.problems and realising opportunities.
((ScharmerScharmer, 2005), 2005)
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The UThe U--process was developed through intensiveprocess was developed through intensive

learninglearning--byby--doing in a range of settings arounddoing in a range of settings around
the world. The process is characterised bythe world. The process is characterised by
ancient wisdom and systems thinking whereancient wisdom and systems thinking where
shared learning spaces for individuals areshared learning spaces for individuals are
created in order for the group to buildcreated in order for the group to build
relationships and make the necessaryrelationships and make the necessary
connections to share what each other knows soconnections to share what each other knows so
that together they can act as athat together they can act as a ‘‘wholewhole’’ to coto co--
create new opportunities and innovative ideascreate new opportunities and innovative ideas
that address their most complexthat address their most complex
challenges.(Scharmer, 2005)challenges.(Scharmer, 2005)
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 Designed to give individual's a sense ofDesigned to give individual's a sense of
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 Designed to allow for opportunities to coDesigned to allow for opportunities to co--createcreate

change for themselves and their communitychange for themselves and their community
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and act together out of their individual andand act together out of their individual and
common experiences.common experiences.
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frameworkframework
assists in building the relationshipsassists in building the relationships
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with social and emotional skillwith social and emotional skill
developmentdevelopment

acts as a coach and mentor as the groupacts as a coach and mentor as the group
creates its own energy and momentumcreates its own energy and momentum
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Why a Focused Conversation?Why a Focused Conversation?
 is a natural way of processing lifeis a natural way of processing life

experiences, we observe what is going onexperiences, we observe what is going on
around us, we react to it internally, we usearound us, we react to it internally, we use
past experience and cognitive ability topast experience and cognitive ability to
make meaning of it and we draw out themake meaning of it and we draw out the
implications for action (Nelson cited inimplications for action (Nelson cited in
Stanfield,2000)Stanfield,2000)
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individual reflection on life to a sharedindividual reflection on life to a shared
insight of a group.insight of a group.
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happened?happened?
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 Share about our familiesShare about our families
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